
Medeco Padlock  
Solutions:

The Ultimate Line 
of  Defense Against 

 Unauthorized Access
In addition to mechanical solutions, Medeco Padlocks 
can be upgraded to eCylinders, providing  Controlled 
Access, Accountability, Physical Security, and System 
Management in a portable locking device.

More than just a way to protect your facility, 
eCylinders are a business tool that can lead to a 
substantial return on investment.

Controlled Access—Keys are electronically 
 programmed to open only specific locks 
during specific time frames. 

Accountability—Audit information is 
recorded  in both the lock and key,  
showing authorized  accesses and 
unauthorized attempts.

Easy Installation—No hard wiring required.  
Ideal for remote locations.

Electronic Rekeying & Scheduling—
Respond quickly to  lost or stolen keys.

Physical Security—Attack-resistant design 
and tamper-proof features.

MEDECO3 LOGIC AND MEDECO XT 
ECYLINDERS, LOSS & LIABILITY SOLUTION

MEDECO U.S.:  3625 Alleghany Drive
 P.O. Box 3075
 Salem, Virginia 24153-0330
 Customer Service: 1-877-633-3261

MEDECO Canada:  160 Four Valley Drive
 Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4T9
 Customer Service: 1-888-633-3264
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LOSS & LIABILITY SOLUTION
For applications where the ability to 
schedule and audit access is needed 
in a retrofit cylinder.

Product Recommendation: 
Medeco eCylinder Padlocks

LEVEL

3



PATENTED KEY CONTROL

MECHANICAL HIGH SECURITY

LOSS & LIABILITY CONTROL

Medeco believes in giving customers the  greatest 
control over their security. 

Medeco Padlocks provide protection for some of 
the most secure and trusted sites in the world.  
From trucking to ammunition facilities to retail 
warehouses and a vast array of other applications, 
Medeco Padlocks provide the ultimate in physical 
protection and key control.

The Protector II Series padlock is made of stainless 
steel and offers excellent resistance to harsh weather 
and extreme conditions.

The hardened boron alloy steel shackles stand up to 
physical attack, providing strong resistance against 
cutting, sawing and prying. The patented Medeco3 
mechanical cylinder resists picking, drilling and other 
sophisticated forms of physical attack.

The Medeco® System Series padlocks offer flexibility 
for a multitude of applications. Available in an  
indoor/outdoor weather resistant design or with a 
shrouded shackle. 

Both models utilize a boron alloy steel shackle which 
provides protection to resist cutting and increased 
tensile strength to resist pulling attacks. 

The System Series Padlocks can be ordered with a 
variety of different cylinder technologies, including 
those offering the best in patented control.

For extreme environments such as trailers, cargo 
containers, and gates, Medeco® offers the G8R 
padlock constructed of stainless steel. Available in 
either a stainless steel shackle for maximum corrosion 
resistance, or hardened steel to withstand severe 
physical attack. 

The Medeco® Hockey Puck style padlocks use a 
shackle-less design for the highest level of protection 
against cutting attacks, and offer patent protected 
key control. 

Patented Key Control—Protects against 
unauthorized duplication of your keys.

Special Angled Key Cuts—Requires a special 
key cutting machine and access to Medeco 
specific blanks, available in a variety of 
restrictions to support every need.

Can Be Masterkeyed—Can be masterkeyed 
into a system containing Medeco BiLevel 
and  Medeco3 mechanical as well as 
Medeco3 Logic eCylinders.

Protection from Shackle Attack—
Hardened boron alloy steel shackles 
(5/16" and 7/16" diameters) provide strong 
resistance against cutting, sawing and prying. 
Available in both 1 3/8" and 1 7/8" lengths.

Proprietary Deadlocking Shackle—Unique 
deadlocking shackle locking mechanism for 
resistance to physical attack.

Weather Resistant—Made of solid stainless 
steel to provide excellent resistance in 
harsh and extreme weather conditions.

Protection From Physical Attack—
Medeco3 cylinders are UL437 listed and 
stand up to drilling, picking and other 
forms of physical attack.

Picking and Bumping Protection—
Medeco3 cylinders use a sidebar that 
prevents the key from rotating until it is 
elevated, rotated and aligned in the correct 
position. This feature protects against 
bumping and picking attacks.

MEDECO, YOUR ONE KEY SOLUTION MEDECO PROTECTOR II SERIES PADLOCKS MEDECO SYSTEM SERIES PADLOCKS

MEDECO G8R & HOCKEY PUCK PADLOCKS
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MECHANICAL HIGH SECURITY
For applications where key control 
and defense against picking and 
drilling is needed.

Product Recommendation: 
Medeco3 Protector, System, G8R or 
Hockey Puck Padlocks
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